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Adam Olsen, Andrew Weaver and Sonia Furstenau at their MLA oath-taking ceremony, June 7, 2017

WELCOME
Dear convention attendees,
Adam Olsen
2017 Convention host

I would like to welcome you to the W ̱SÁNEĆ territory, the town of Sidney
and the provincial riding of Saanich North and the Islands. As a member of
Tsartlip First Nation, which has been on this land for thousands of years, and
now the MLA for this riding, it is a great honour to host this year’s gathering.
This year, our BC Green story unfolded in remarkable new ways. We presented a
distinct and viable plan for the future of our province, we took a bold, principled
stand on the influence of corporate and union donations, and our tireless
work and optimism ushered in a new era of politics for British Columbia.
The more that I think about what we have accomplished together,
the more I realize we have only just begun. As BC Greens, we do
not necessarily take the easy path or the path well-travelled. We
take the path that is true to who we are and what we believe. As our
story continues to evolve, I know we will demonstrate the power
of positive change in even more profound ways in the future.
W ̱SÁNEĆ teachings tell of how we emerged from a great flood by seeking
refuge at the top of ȽÁU, WELṈEW ̱ mountain (also known as Mt. Newton)
in the Saanich Peninsula. We call ourselves W ̱SÁNEĆ – literally, “the
emerging people”. That is why I believe it is so appropriate that we are
meeting here on the Saanich Peninsula for this year’s convention. As BC
Greens, we are an “emerging people” too. In the last year, we have achieved
so much together, but our story is not at an end. It is only emerging.
Thank you for being here this weekend, especially to all those who have
traveled long distances to get here. I am so glad to be here with you.
HÍ¸ÁȻE

Adam Olsen
MLA, Saanich North and the Islands
Host, 2017 BC Green Convention
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HOW YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
POWER OUR MOVEMENT
Our work can be summarized in three broad goals: (1) support the work of our MLAs, (2) empower
supporters to organize in their local communities, and (3) build for the next election. These goals work
together to put people back at the centre of politics in BC. When you contribute financially to the BC
Green Party, you are helping us build a more sustainable, compassionate and prosperous British Columbia.
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Support your BC Green MLAs
to turn good policies into law
• Big money ban
• Proportional representation
• Emerging economy
• Aﬀordable housing
• Climate action

Empower supporters to
strengthen our cause in their
communities
• Riding association
development & training
• Digital organizing tools
• Promotional materials
• Membership & supporter
services
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Build a competitive Election
Fund for the next wave of BC
Green MLAs
• By-elections campaigns
• Campaign planning
• Candidate recruitment
• Advertizing & voter
engagement

GENERAL
SCHEDULE
INFORMATION
FRIDAY
5:00-8:00 PM

Registration – page 12

7:00-11:00 PM

Welcome reception and Green Globe Awards – page 8

SATURDAY
7:30-9:00 AM

Registration – page 12

8:30-10:00 AM

Plenary: Election campaign debrief and review – page 15

10:15-11:00 AM

Workshop A (choice of 4 workshops) – page 16

11:15-12:00 noon

Workshop B (choice of 4 workshops) – page 16

12:00-1:00 PM

Lunch and panel discussion with BC Green caucus – page 18

1:15-2:45 PM

Plenary: Equality, diversity and outreach in the BC Green Party – page 18

3:00-4:30 PM

Plenary: 2017 BC Green Party AGM1 – Page 21

4:30-5:00 PM

Optional: Informal discussion on plans for referendum
on proportional representation – page 19

6:00-10:00 PM

Banquet, keynote address and pledge auction – page 20

1

1 You must be a member in good-standing by July 18, 2017 to vote on motions at the AGM.
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PARTY ELECTIONS
& VOTING
Every year, governance roles within the party come up for election to coincide with the
AGM. There are 11 party positions open for election this year, including Provincial Council
members (executive members and Regional Representatives) and Ombudspersons.
We recommend you meet the candidates for election this year who are at the
convention before voting. Candidates will be given a brief period of time to introduce
themselves to the guests at our welcome reception on Friday night.
Voting is done electronically on the BC Green Party website at http://bcgreens.ca/voting.
Computers will be set up in the reception area for your use. Please note that you must be
signed into your BC Green Party website account to access party election pages. If you
do not know how to sign into your account, please ask a staff person to assist you.
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GREEN GLOBE AWARDS
Every at convention, we present three members with
a Green Globe Award for their tireless contribution
to the work of the party. It is always difficult to

BE
AW
ARDS

choose just three members, because there are so

O

L
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N

GREE

many deserving individuals. In an election year that
resulted in so many signficant achievements, that
task has been even more difficult. While we only
have the opportunity to recognize a small number
of supporters at convention, we wish to express our
heartfelt gratitude to every supporter who offered
their time, energy and talents to the party this year.
We are honoured to have last year’s award recipients
present the Green Globe Awards to this year’s winners.

8
Andrew Weaver arrives in Victoria for the final rally of the campaign, May 8, 2017.

YOUNG GREEN AWARD
Celebrates a BC Green of 25 years or younger who shows commitment
to the values of the party, demonstrates leadership and service in his
or her BC Green community (eg: riding association, local campaign,
campus club) and inspires the next generation of green citizens.
Kindly presented by last year’s winner, Nathan Grills

RISING STAR AWARD
Celebrates a BC Green whose initiative, dedication and vision has motivated
him or her to get involved and offer remarkable new contributions to
the party and his or her community. It’s obvious this person is going to
be a big part of the BC Green Party’s future. Age is not a factor.
Kindly presented by last year’s winner, Kim Darwin

SAGE SERVICE AWARD
Celebrates a BC Green whose long-time service to the party has helped us get
to where we are today. This person has poured time, energy, wisdom and talent
into the party – we can’t imagine the BC Green Party without him or her.
Kindly presented by last year’s winner, Jane Sterk

We also thrilled to be presenting a number of additional awards to volunteers who went above
and beyond for the election campaign and introducing the Roy Ball Bursary for a Young Green
entering postsecondary education. Please see page 28 for more details on the bursary.
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REPORTS
LEADER’S REPORT
It has been a distinct honour to serve as the leader

Director and now as Chief of Staff to our caucus.

of this party for almost two years now. Early on in

Taylor Hartrick, who took on the project of directing

the build-up to the election, I often reminded people

the party’s election campaign, cannot be thanked

that I felt three things that would be critical to our

enough for the way he steered our team during

electoral success in 2017: (1) an exceptional slate

the election. Our volunteers, donors and members

of candidates (and the teams supporting them), (2)

took up the mantle of a message and vision of hope

a forward-thinking platform and (3) the financial

this election. You are the lifeblood of the party

support of people who believed in what we ran on.

and I would like to thank you for all your support. I

These three elements came together in spades and

would also like to thank my legislative office staff,

led to the most ambitious and successful election

the campaign staff, party staff, Provincial Council

campaign the BC Green Party has ever run.

and policy and platform committees. There are
too many extraordinary people to name in this
report, but please know that you have my immense

THANK YOU

gratitude for all that you do. Finally, I would like to

I have always believed that a team of dedicated

election campaign. It is a pleasure to be able to work

people can accomplish great things, but since being

with Sonia Furstenau and Adam Olsen as MLAs,

elected in 2013 and especially since becoming

and I hope that other candidates who were not

leader, I have been part of a team that has given

successful this time will be joining us in the future.

thank our candidates for putting their all into this

new meaning to this sentiment. The whole is
indeed greater than the sum of its parts.

ELECTION PLANNING

I would like to begin by thanking some people
that have been key to our successes over the last

The election campaign was the result of years

year. Without them, I do not believe we would be

of work and preparation. Soon after the 2013

in the same place as we are today. While you may

election, the party set about updating our political

not see my family in the public eye, they are my

policies. This work was integral to the platform

life. I could not do this without them. My longtime

we delivered this election. The party also set

friend, Judy Fainstein, who became my campaign

about strategic planning after the last election and

manager in 2013, my Director of Operations after

began to put staffing and financial resources in

the election, and then once again took on my

place to meet the needs of the 2017 campaign.

campaign this year, is fundamental to everything I
have been able to offer this BC Green team. Liz Lilly

About a year ago, we hired Taylor Hartrick as

has given so much to the party in so many ways,

Provincial Campaign Director and Evan Pivnick

from operational support as interim Executive

as Provincial Field Director. Together with the

Director, to policy assistance, as our Platform

permanent party staff and an election committee,
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they began sketching out a strategic vision for

of corporate and union donations. We saw a

the campaign, our message for voters and the

strong opportunity to engage the small business

processes to enable us to run the campaign, such as

community in particular. However, it had also

nomination procedures, manuals and IT resources.

become clear that corporate and union donations
would be an important election issue and we

I had set out a goal for us to run a full slate of

strongly believed that our campaign needed to

candidates in this election. It was critical to being

embody the core policies we would run on. In the

seen as a real contender for government, as well

end, we decided not to accept corporate and union

as ensuring we were invited to particpate in the

donations for the course of the campaign. We also

televized leaders’ debate. Adam and I were the

recommended to Provincial Council that this policy

first candidates to be nominated last summer,

be adopted indefinitely, which they did. I announced

and we were soon followed by more candidates

our decision publicly at UBCM on September 28.

as we entered the fall. The campaign staff did an
exceptional job of managing this massive project.

There was an immediate and overwhelming

Our team of candidates represented a number of

positive reaction of supporters. By the end

traditionally under-represented groups, but as a

of the year, we had raised more in the final

young party, we did not reach a level of diversity on

three months than we had in the first nine.

our team that the other parties have. I am pleased

Scores of new donors came to the party. The

that we are already beginning a process to explore

number of all the party’s donors expanded by

and expand our outreach efforts to members of

70% by the time we got to election day. Since

diverse communities and backgrounds. In the end,

election day, it has expanded another 10%.

we nominated 83 candidates out of a possible
87. While we came just short of a full slate, the

ELECTION PERIOD

message was clear that we were running to win.
Liz Lilly as Platform Director and Bill Masse as Policy

The election period was a flurry of activity.

Chair began work on the platform development

The campaign team had expanded to 16

process. With the help of the Policy Committee

people by the drop of the writ, but they were

and Platform Committee, they brought together

very stretched to meet the many complex and

party policy, ideas from the membership and

competing demands of the campaign. They

supporters-at-large, expert advice and in-depth

handled this with grace and professionalism.

research to form the basis of an exceptional
platform that was widely considered the most

One of the most thrilling aspects of the campaign

sensible and reasonable of the three major parties.

for myself was our leader’s tour. It was the
first time our party had a (biodiesel) campaign
bus and the first time the leader was able to

FUNDRAISING

travel across the province during the election.
It raised the profile of the party and, like our

Over the summer of 2016 and into September,

slate of candidates, communicated that we

the campaign team and I wrestled with the issue

were serious about winning. I visited Nelson,
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Creston, Kamloops, Kelowna, Penticton, Vernon,

that we believe so firmly in. At its core, CASA

across Vancouver Island, and throughout the

defines the relationship between the governing

CRD and Metro Vancouver multiple times.

NDP and our opposition Green Party as one of
“good faith and no surprises”. As part of the terms of

We were also extremely privileged to receive

the agreement, a significant number of our platform

several high-profile endorsements, including Dave

promises were adopted by the NDP government

Krysko and David Suzuki. Dr. Suzuki appeared at

and we are consulted on a wide variety of

campaign rallies and events in Victoria, Duncan,

government initiatives before they are announced.

New Westminster and Nelson-Creston. I cannot

At the same time, we remain an opposition party

thank Dr. Suzuki and our other endorsers enough

and will hold the government to account. We can

for helping us share our message with voters.

(and will) introduce our own legislation, which stands

Our platform announcements were strong events

a much better chance of being passed than in a

for media coverage and led to several front-page

majority parliament. We can raise issues with a much

news stories in the Vancouver Sun and other papers.

higher profile and push government to act on them

The platform itself was well received by experts

from. All votes in the legislature except confidence

for its vision and evidence-based thinking.

and budget votes will be evaluated by Sonia, Adam
and myself on their own merits. We are free to vote

At the outset of the campaign, we were mentioned

as we like, but with our ability to provide input into

in media stories as a minor party running against

government legislation before it is introduced, we

two major parties. By February or March, media

hope that it will be legislation we can support.

were talking about three major parties. This is one
example of how this strong campaign increased

In the last year, our party has undergone major

voters’ sense of our credibility and legitimacy.

changes and reached monumental new milestones.
None of that could have been accomplished
without challenges and struggles. In the next year

POST-ELECTION

and beyond, we will continue to face many new

As you know, election day resulted in a hung

I have experienced as leader of this party, we can

parliament with the balance of power being

look to the future with confidence in our ability to

held by the first provincial Green caucus

succeed and advance our shared values and goals.

challenges and difficulties. But based on everything

elected in North America. It is difficult to
exaggerate the extraordinary nature of this
outcome for our party and goals. The burden of
responsibility weighed heavy on us. We were
determined enter into thoughtful, good-faith
negotiations with both parties to deliver the
best possible outcome for British Columbians.

Andrew Weaver

Our Confidence and Supply Agreement (CASA) with

Leader, BC Green Party

the NDP is based on the new way of doing politics

MLA, Oak Bay-Gordon Head
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CHAIR’S REPORT
At last year’s convention, our current caucus

that put their lives on hold for nearly a year to

Chief of Staff, Liz Lilly, was both interim Executive

bring the BC Green Party to where it is today.

Director and interim Chair of our party. She

As a party, we grew at an incredible rate during

spoke in glowing terms about our Director of

the election, and because of our success, that

Communications, Stefan Jonsson, and Development

growth continues. Our team’s ability to constantly

Director Cameron Butt. At the time, I assumed

make very smart but difficult choices was a critical

that her praise was somewhat coloured by recent

ingredient for the place we’ve arrived at. This

appreciation for the many extra hours that must

ability will remain critical for our continued success.

have gone into pulling off the 2016 convention.

From the outside, it may appear at times like we’re

I met our current Executive Director, Laura Lavin

neglecting important or obvious things. The truth

at the same 2016 convention, although she hadn’t

is probably that we made a tough but calculated

yet been hired. I myself was quite new to the

decision about how to best move us forward.

party, and am still very grateful for the way that

I see us as a party of volunteers. Even our

the party staff, Liz Lilly and the new and returning

staff typically volunteers many hours to the

Provincial Councilors welcomed me to the team.

party after the end of their working day. The

When I joined Provincial Council, the party

importance and quality of our volunteers

had already begun preparing for the 2017

was very evident in our amazing candidates

election, but there was clearly much to do in a

and the many people that supported them in

party that was undergoing significant internal

their local communities. Although fundraising

change. Whether it was just the stars aligning

will continue to be very important, the

or a necessary focus on the 2017 election,

support of volunteers is at least as crucial.

our team quickly found stability together.

During the campaign, there were often different

By September, there was at least one official

thoughts on how to tackle challenges. Everyone’s

campaign launch, and the party had taken a pivotal

perspective was voiced and considered, but

stance against accepting corporate and union

everyone was also willing to quickly defer to

donations. After September, it was a bit of a blur

whoever had the authority to make a given

of growing our staff five-fold, and growing our

decision. Furthermore, once an approach

membership and fundraising at an incredible pace.

was determined, everyone on the campaign
team was always willing to do whatever

I think the biggest factor in our success is our

needed to be done regardless of their title.

people. The values of our volunteers and members
are reflected in policies that have resonated across

For someone wanting desperately to stop

BC. I can’t speak highly enough of the dedication,

the Kinder Morgan pipeline, it might be hard

passion, maturity, and intelligence of all the people

to see the value in helping with setup and
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teardown for a party fundraising event. The

As Chair, my aim over the next year is to strengthen

reality is that nothing gives our party more

Provincial Council’s governance, and we are

capacity to do what’s important than volunteers

continuing that with a governance workshop on

willing to do whatever needs to be done.

the Sunday following the convention. Under the
strong leadership of Executive Director, Laura

I think the biggest challenge we face going forward

Lavin, our party has had an incredibly successful

is managing our growth and success. This a fantastic

year. It’s important that our staff remains

problem to have, but systems that worked last

empowered to take the decisions and actions

year may not work now. In a year, we may have

needed to keep us on our path to success, and

again outgrown the systems we’ve built today.

Provincial Council will be working to balance

Luckily, we are not afraid to learn and adapt. Our

this empowerment with oversight and clarity of

membership understands that growing pains are

expectations. We will have to update our bylaws

good pains, and your support and understanding

for compliance with the BC Societies Act by next

keep us strong as we build, adjust, and improve.

year’s AGM, and we’ll also review our structures in

A couple of weeks ago I was fortunate

the context of official party status, a caucus office,

to attend a meeting of “upper mainland”

and multiple constituencies. We’re determined

volunteers. The enthusiasm for setting up

to maintain our strong financial stability and

Riding Associations and maintaining our party’s

become increasingly competitive in elections,

momentum was very evident. Supporting

including at least one upcoming by-election.

this is one of our staff’s top priorities.

There is much work and evolution ahead, and it’s

I received a lot of great feedback at the meeting

exciting to be a small part of something so big and

but I think it’s worth highlighting one particular

important for the future of BC. It’s clear that the

realization. Our fundraising funds our party staff,

praise Liz Lilly had for Stefan and Cam last year

and partisan activities. The province covers our

was no exaggeration and I can honestly extend

caucus and staff, as well as our constituency

similar appreciation to many additional people

offices, both of which are meant to operate

I’ve had the pleasure of working with over the last

in a non-partisan manner. When someone in

year. Our party, constituency, and caucus staff

BC has a concern with their government, they

and volunteers, our candidates, our members and

should technically be served by their local

our MLAs are exceptional. Thank you to everyone

MLA, regardless of party. However, all of BC

that has been part of the incredible BC Green

sees our three exceptional MLAs as their BC

story over the past year. I look forward to another

Green MLAs, yet Adam, Sonia, and Andrew

incredible year of challenges, change, and progress.

only receive funding sufficient to serve their
three respective constituencies. As a party we
need to ensure citizens in our province feel
supported by our party in the legislature while

Chris Pettingill

respecting the obligations that Adam, Sonia,

Party Chair

and Andrew have to their constituencies.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
REPORT
It’s been a whirlwind 15-months since our

17 paid staff and dozens of volunteers all reaching

last AGM and Convention at the University

out to British Columbians to share our vision for

of Victoria. That weekend was my first

change. Since our incredible result of May 9, party

introduction to BC Green Party staff, Provincial

staff has reduced to five and our BC Green caucus

Council and many members of the party.

increased to three remarkable MLAs with their own
caucus staff and constituency offices, staffed by

I soon discovered the party was extremely

many former campaign workers and volunteers.

fortunate to have several dedicated, key
volunteers including Liz Lilly, Judy Fainstein, Evan

This growth and outstanding achievement is

Pivnick, Dekan Delaney, Christina Winter and

thanks to the support of our membership. People

Susan Watt, just to name a few, who ensured

like those here today who donated their time,

the stability and progress of the BC Greens.

money, skills and expertise to help run campaigns
and those 332,387 voters who supported

However, the bulk of the work was being

Green candidates across the province.

accomplished by only two employees of the
party, Development Director Cameron Butt and

I would like to highlight the leadership and contribution

Communications Director Stefan Jonsson, who were

of Taylor Hartrick, our Provincial Campaign Director.

shouldering the weight of responsibility currently

My thanks to each member of our Provincial

tasked to five people and a number of volunteers.

Campaign Team – an intelligent and passionate group
of people who have proven what a small, dedicated

The two showed endless resilience and an

team can accomplish. Finally, I would like to thank

incomparable depth of loyalty to the vision

all our volunteers and especially Stefan, Cam and

and values of the BC Green Party, spending

Ian for rolling up their sleeves and going above and

countless hours beyond the normal work day to

beyond in their commitment to the BC Greens.

ensure the party was prepared to enter the 2017
election year on its feet and ready to achieve the

We hope you enjoy this Convention as an opportunity

breakthroughs that were ultimately accomplished.

to celebrate the BC Green Party’s achievement and
take pride in what we have all accomplished together.

In the days and months that followed, these folks
were joined by our Financial Administrator Ian Barrett,
many more volunteers, candidates, provincial council
members, campaign staff and others to bring the BC
Green Party into a new era of politics in our province.

Laura Lavin

Since the last AGM, our office went from a cramped

Executive Director

space for two into a busy environment filled with
15

Green Party of BC

Summary Balance Sheet

For the Year Ended December 31, 2016

FINANCIAL REPORT
SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET – 2016
For the year ended December 31, 2016

ASSETS
Current Assets
Chequing/Savings

$

180,455

Accounts Receivable

1,150

** Other Current Assets

22,092

Total Current Assets

203,696

Fixed Assets

-

TOTAL ASSETS

203,696

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Credit Cards

3,264
-

2,659

Other Current Liabilities

1,776

Total Current Liabilities

2,381

Long Term Liabilities

8,166

Total Liabilities
Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

10,547
193,150
$ 203,696

te: ** Other Current Assets are: Undeposited or Clearing Account Funds (such as Paypal), as well as Prepaid Expenses
Note: ** other current assets are: undeposited or clearing account

funds (such as paypal), as well as prepaid expenses
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PROFIT-LOSS – 2016
For the year ended December 31, 2016

Total Income

$

Gross Profit

772,616
772,616

Expense
Total 60000 · Advertising

31,928

Total 60600 · Fundraising

35,976

Total 61000 · Bank and Finance

63,131

Total 61600 · Office

276,572

62000 · General Expenses
62100 · Convention/Workshop Fees

29,377

62200 · Donations and Gifts

110

62300 · Transfers Given

145,246

62400 · Fundraising Function Expense

9,172

Total 62000 · General Expenses

183,905

Total Expense

591,512

Net Income

$

181,105

Page 1 of 1
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SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET – Q1 2017
For the quarter ended March 31, 2017

ASSETS
Current Assets
Chequing/Savings

$

154,846

Accounts Receivable

-

** Other Current Assets

38,575

Total Current Assets

193,422

Fixed Assets

-

TOTAL ASSETS

193,422

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Credit Cards

5,377
-

637

Other Current Liabilities

2,696

Total Current Liabilities

7,436

Long Term Liabilities

8,166

Total Liabilities
Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

15,602
177,819
$ 193,422

te: ** Other Current Assets are: Undeposited or Clearing Account Funds (such as Paypal), as well as Prepaid Expenses
Note: ** other current assets are: undeposited or clearing account

funds (such as paypal), as well as prepaid expenses.

Page 1 of 1
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PROFIT-LOSS – Q1 2017
For the quarter ended March 31, 2017

Total Income

$

Gross Profit

420,055
420,055

Expense
Total 60000 · Advertising

98,429

Total 60600 · Fundraising

10,530

Total 61000 · Bank and Finance

14,959

Total 61600 · Office

149,010

62000 · General Expenses
62100 · Convention/Workshop Fees

223

62300 · Transfers Given

161,934

62400 · Fundraising Function Expense

300

Total 62000 · General Expenses

162,457

Total Expense

435,385

Net Income

-$

15,330

Page 1 of 1
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OMBUDSPERSON’S REPORT
In total, this term we received four formal

the female ombudsperson was vacant. Despite

complaints.One has been resolved and

these challenges, we are confident that we

approved, while one has been resolved pending

were able to resolve the complaints that arose

approval from the Provincial Council. The

fairly and impartially. We are excited to see

remaining two investigations are ongoing.

that both ombudsperson roles will be filled
in the coming term, and look forward to the

With 2017 being an election year, the BC

continued growth and success of the party.

Green Party experienced significant growth
and accomplished historic successes. With this
rapid growth came a number of challenges. In
particular, there was a higher degree of matters
that require the attention of the ombudspersons,

Simon Rear

and for the majority of the term the office of

Ombudsperson
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POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT
At our last AGM, the Policy Committee presented

decision has been tough to make because I love

for ratification the first version of BC Green

this job. Serving as your Policy Chair is one of the

Policy: A Vision for Our Future. It was presented

most satisfying things I have ever done in my life.

as a living document that would evolve and

I am extremely proud of the work of the policy

improve over time. At the 2016 AGM we also held

team over the last few years. I am especially

a workshop to identify gaps in the 2016 version

proud of the contribution the policy team made

for further development. As we all know, 2017

to our success as a party on May 9. But when

was an election year so soon after the June 2016

Roland Walgren, the past chair, announced that

AGM, we turned our attention to the platform for

he would be stepping down after one complete

the May 2017 election. The platform development

election cycle, I pondered putting my name

process involved many members including a

forward. There is a significant commitment

forum for submitting and discussing ideas and

required for this job and I had it in my mind that I

a large working group of members with specific

too would commit to one full election cycle. That

expertise. The Policy team played a significant

time has come, and although this might turn out

role in the process. The Policy Committee has

to be an unusual election cycle, I think it is time

also presented a 2017 version of BC Green Policy

for somebody else to come forward with new

to be voted on for ratification today. This version

energy and new eyes on the policy process. I want

includes new policy statements based on ideas

to thank you all for the opportunity to serve as

generated in the platform process and fills some

your Policy Chair and I want to wish all the best

of the gaps identified in our 2016 workshop.

to the new Policy Chair, whoever that might be.
If you are interested, talk to Chris Pettingill.

Please see the formal resolution to adopt
the 2017 version of BC Green Policy – “2017
policy document resolution” on page
22 of the convention programme.
I want to take this opportunity to announce

Bill Masse

my decision to step down as Policy Chair. This

Policy Chair
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2017 POLICY DOCUMENT RESOLUTION
Resolution to approve BC Green Policy: A Vision for the Future, 2017 version
Submitted by BC Green Party Research and Policy Committee.
Whereas membership approved the 2016 version of BC Green Policy: A Vision for Our Future at the
June 2016 AGM as a living document that will continue to evolve through member discussion;
And whereas the process to develop the party platform for the May 2017 general election
involved extensive discussion with hundreds of members through online suggestions,
online meetings and the work of the Policy Platform Advisory Committee;
And whereas the platform development process identified
many ideas for filling gaps in existing policy;
And whereas the Research and Policy Committee drafted and inserted new policy statements
included in BC Green Policy: A Vision for the Future (2017 version) based on these ideas;
Be it resolved that BC Green Policy: A Vision for the Future (2017 version) be approved
as the official compilation of BC Green Party policy to date – August 19, 2017.

BC Green Policy: A Vision for the Future, 2016 version is available online here.
BC Green Policy: A Vision for the Future, 2017 version is available online here. It was updated
on Aug. 14, 2017 with policy proposals from the party membership for consideration at the
2017 AGM. New text is highlighted in yellow. Text to remove is struck-through in red.
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ELECTION REPORT
The 2017 election report is submitted to the membership by Provincial Council. The report
is based on detailed feedback from campaign staff and identifies major campaign decisions,
challenges and successes. The report concludes with a series of recommendations to
implement in preparation for the next election. Special thanks to Campaign Director Taylor
Hartrick and Party Secretary Christina Winter for their work in preparing this report.

CAMPAIGN TIMELINE

America – Andrew Weaver, Leader,
MLA for Oak Bay-Gordon Head; Sonia

• August 15, 2016: campaign team

Furstenau, Deputy Leader, MLA for

launch, with a nine-month lead-

Cowichan Valley; Adam Olsen, MLA

up to prepare for the election

for Saanich North and the Islands

• Fall 2016: candidate nominations

CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

started in earnest
• March 11, 2017: soft campaign launch in

• Committed to running a positive

Victoria with the first rally of the campaign

campaign that inspired people to vote,
with policies based on principle and

• April 11, 2017: launch of the official

evidence instead of political calculation

election campaign in Vancouver

• Highlight our leader and our candidates

• April 12, 2017: Victoria campaign

as highly credible community leaders

launch with David Suzuki as the keynote

who felt compelled to run for office

speaker – largest rally of the campaign

because they were so concerned about

with more than 800 people packed

the direction our province was headed

into the Victoria Conference Centre

• Run a full slate of candidates – an early

• April 18, 2017: rally in New

strategic decision that allowed Dr. Weaver

Westminster with David Suzuki and

to meet the criteria necessary to participate

local candidate Jonina Campbell

in the televised leadership debate

• May 6, 2017: day-long bus rally

• Distinguish the BC Green Party from other

on Vancouver Island from Comox

parties as a distinct party that maintains

to Victoria, ending with the

our own values and independence

campaign’s final rally in Victoria

• Ballot box question: “Who can you

• May 9, 2017 (Election Day): elected the

count on to bring positive change

first provincial Green caucus in North
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to British Columbia?” (Answer, of

coverage and helping to lock in an early

course, is the BC Greens)

sense of momentum that positioned the
campaign strongly during the writ period

• Launched campaign while announcing our
approach to dealing with the provincial

STAFFING

housing crisis, including substantive
housing policies that would address

• Campaign started with small staff

one of the primary issues facing British

of five, which increased to fifteen

Columbians in the launch of our campaign

during the pre-writ period

• Focus on a series of game changers –

• Built on community organizing practices and

significant policy changes that would address

developed volunteer teams of highly engaged

the root causes of problems, including a shift

volunteers around each of our staff members

back to progressive taxation, regular and
significant increases to the carbon tax, and

• Staff and volunteers did an exceptional job

investments in early childhood education

with limited resources on a tight timeframe

PLATFORM

FUNDRAISING

• Platform development included significant

• Fundraising was integrated into the

consultation with party members,

broader campaign plan – $20,000

stakeholders, experts, and the broader public

was raised in four days after the party

around core platform policy in a two-year-

made a principled decision to ban

long platform development process that

corporate and union donations

began with restructuring and modernizing

• Campaign set a goal of raising $1

existing party policy and culminated in

million between August 15, 2016 and

the publishing of the party’s platform

May 31, 2017 – triple the historic

• Three core philosophical tenets underpin the

best fundraising performance

role of government: 1) to maximize the health

• By the end of May 2017, the party had

and well-being of all British Columbians, 2) to

surpassed this goal and raised $1.3 million

sustainably manage provincial resources in
the interest of intergenerational equity, and
3) to responsibly manage public resources

ADVERTIZING

in the interests of all British Columbians

• This election was the first time the BC

• Began launching the platform in mid-March,

Green Party invested significantly in

with initial planks on lobbying and campaign

advertising – it was one of the largest

finance reform, the emerging economy,

expenditures of the campaign

climate change, and early childhood
education leading to significant media

• Spent $147,000 on advertising to support
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persuasion efforts, including our first

critical to the provincial campaign’s success,

30 second TV ad, two four-page wraps

as it was the single biggest opportunity

around the Times Colonist, targeted digital

to introduce Dr Weaver to voters as the

advertising, and radio ads that reinforced

face of the exciting, new BC Green Party

our primary campaign messages

NOMINATIONS &
CANDIDATES

COMMUNICATIONS
• Primary communications goals were to

• Ran candidates in 83 of 87 ridings –

rebrand the BC Green Party as a legitimate

needed to run in 90% of ridings for Dr

electoral option and persuade non-

Weaver to be allowed into the televised

voters, undecideds, and soft supporters

leadership debate (an increase from

of other parties to vote Green

the 61 candidates who ran in 2013)

• Developed the leader as a real individual

• Party established a robust application and

who personifies the values and

review process for potential candidates to

narrative of the party while building and

stand for the party in a general election

diversifying the bigger party brand

• Nomination process was

• Focused resources on positive earned media

comprehensive and costed

and social media, gaining an unprecedented

• The BC Green slate of candidates

positive tone and frequency of earned media,
with a focus on the province’s media-centre

received praise from journalists and the

of Vancouver – the campaign’s coverage

public, coming from diverse professional

in earned media was a major success

backgrounds and credibly representing
the party – one of the greatest legacies

• Social media established the tone, record,

of the 2017 field program is the quality of

and messaging for the campaign in the

candidates that were recruited and run

critical arena of voters and influencers

SUPPORT FOR LOCAL
CAMPAIGNS

LEADER’S TOUR
& TELEVISED
LEADERSHIP DEBATE

• Documented best practices for
campaigning in a series of handbooks

• The first time that the BC Greens have had a

and webinars that were included with

campaign bus and a traditional leader’s tour,

the candidate onboarding package

which was a significant and important symbol

• In-person training sessions held in February

for the size and scope of the campaign

in Victoria and Vancouver, with candidates

• Participation in the leadership debate was

travelling from as far away as 100 Mile
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• Local campaigns organized sophisticated

House to attend the Vancouver training

voter mobilization programs on advance

• Provided communications resources such

voting days and on election day

as training, communication notes, and
coaching for media interactions and debates

• 2017 provincial election: 332,387 British
Columbians voted for the BC Green

• Provided a style guide with the party’s

Party, 16.84% of the popular vote

graphic standards, communications
guidelines, templates for print materials,

• Compared to 2013 provincial election:

and other materials for candidates

146,607 British Columbians voted for the
BC Green Party, 8.13% of the popular vote

• Created “how-to” guides for candidates
in areas such as fundraising, volunteer

• Doubled the party’s share of the popular

support, and canvassing

vote in the 2017 provincial election

• Ensured that campaigns had the tools

CONCLUSION

they needed for financial reporting, with
a robust financial structure and significant

• The 2017 provincial election was a strong

documentation to support Financial Agents

success for the BC Green Party – we

• Communicated with campaigns via

doubled the party’s share of the popular

several different tools, including

vote over the 2013 provincial election

Slack, communication memos, and

results, quadrupled our historic best

weekly campaign uptake calls

fundraising (exceeding our own ambitious
goal by 33%), and elected the first provincial

• Coordinated development of

Green caucus in North America

rack cards, advertisements, and
artwork and roll out of signs

• Our positive earned media and fundraising
both saw tremendous growth, although we
still have fewer available resources than the

DATA SYSTEMS
& VOTER IDS

other parties – despite this, the BC Greens
were established as a legitimate third major
party in the 2017 provincial election

• The provincial campaign used the
same software for provincial campaign

• Our exceptional slate of candidates,

operations that has been used by the

their campaign teams, and our staff and

party since the last election in 2013

volunteers deserve the credit for the
successes of the 2017 provincial campaign

• A separate campaign system was
sourced for local campaigns
• Used a custom piece of software for
the provincial GOTV operation
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CAMPAIGN TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Continue to build on the success of the
past year with ambitious growth

• Review existing campaign systems to identify

PROVINCIAL COUNCIL
OBSERVATIONS
& ACTIONS

any gaps and shortcomings to address
them in advance of the next campaign
• Build an election fund to prepare
for the next election

• Accept and support the recommendations
from the campaign team

• Consider hiring an election readiness director
or creating an election readiness body to

• Provincial Council will prioritize the

keep former candidates and campaign teams

recommendations to be carried out

engaged with the party, develop campaign

• Many of these recommendations

systems, prepare strategies for various

we are already in the process of

election scenarios, build regional lists of

carrying out, such as in the plenary

prospective candidates, and ensure that the

discussions at this convention

party is always ready for the next election

• Will encourage continued input

• Prioritize a review of data systems and

from the membership on ways

establish a streamlined provincial data

to improve our processes

system that includes documentation
detailing how to use our system

• Provincial Council recognizes the outstanding
work done by candidates, campaign teams,

• Continue to invest in digital media equipment

staff and volunteers throughout the 2017

to develop graphics and video for the party

provincial election campaign - people are

• Create a document for campaigns: “How

the greatest asset of the BC Green Party

to organize your campaign and win”
• Build a network of financial support staff that
can assume the responsibilities of Financial
Agents or auditors once a campaign starts
• Continue to develop a strong team of
pundits that are active in the media
• Develop more outreach and relationshipbuilding with third-party groups
• Develop specific outreach strategies to
engage traditionally underrepresented groups
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In loving memory of

ROY BALL
MAR. 21, 1946 TO DEC. 31, 2016

Roy Ball had a passion for nature,
justice and democracy that influenced
all aspects of his life and ultimately
led to years of support and work for
the BC Green Party. Roy joined the
party in 2000 and contributed in myriad ways to our work.
A businessman and human rights advocate, Roy’s introduction to the party led to
a turning point for the organization. He exemplified a new level of professionalism
and expertise. Roy’s pragmatic approach to growing the party was based in his firm
belief that the BC Greens could move the province in the right direction.
Roy spent many years on Provincial Council, volunteering in key positions including Party
Chair, Organizing Chair and Fundraising Chair. He led by example as a generous donor.
Most recently, Roy’s contributions helped the party as it grew into a larger organization,
especially after the election of our first MLA, Andrew Weaver, in 2013.
He understood the importance of the BC Green Party’s purpose and never lost sight of its
goals. Even in the last weeks of his life, Roy was connecting with members and emailing friends,
asking them to support Adam Olsen’s campaign, in the hope that we would elect a second MLA
in 2017. It warms our hearts to know that, with his help, we achieved that and much more.
Roy’s generosity, enthusiasm and impact on the party is something that will continue
to guide us as we forge ahead into the next chapter of the BC Green Party.

ROY BALL BURSARY
In honour of the immeasurable ways Roy served our party, we are pleased to announce the creation
of the Roy Ball Bursary, a $1,000 gift to be presented annually to a student enrolled in an accredited
postsecondary institution who best exemplifies Roy’s charismatic leadership skills, philanthropy and
generosity of spirit. This bursary is made possible by the generous contribution of Roy’s family.
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